
If geometry and design impress you, this
earthen faceted dodecahedron pot deserves
to be in your collection. Perfect as a mobile
stand or a planter, it can be used for multiple
purposes. This contemporary conversation
piece can bring extra galore and refresh the
décor appeal of your spaces on tables and
shelves.

Inject vibrant style and character into your
home with the earthen aplomb suspended
pendant. Defining of a taste for the refined, it
has its own way of beautifying your space. This
light tends to give an impeccable finish and
looks great singularly or even as a cluster.

Perk up your garden with the stylish minimal
grooved planter.  Not only does it give your
plants a place to thrive with style, it has the
power to transform your outdoor space.
Besides requiring relatively less space, this
sustainable planter can amplify a bloom’s
beauty and your greenery stately pride.

The lily pond doesn’t let confined space get
in the way of creating a little paradise in your
balcony. This high-quality earthen pot
provides water lilies with ample room to
bloom, thereby resulting in an incredibly
beautiful display. Your little lily pond pot will,
in fact, provide the perfect finishing touch to
your garden.



Pendants light can add charm to any space.
And when it’s a hexagon-shaped pendant
light, it can do wonders and complement
your interior like no other. Shatkon is,
indeed, a delight and goes well beyond the
modern design. Refined and elegant, the
Shatkon provides a warm ambient lighting.

The moon table clock adds a just-right element
of minimal chic to modern décor. This eye-
catching display speaks volumes about simple
styling. Perfect for your desk or bookshelf, the
clock stands as an intriguing timepiece.

Taking the eco-friendly route doesn’t mean
you have to compromise on style. The Hex
Tiles is the best example of that. Besides
providing a stylish relief pattern, the angled
shape makes for a strong aesthetic
statement. Not to forget, these panels also
bring extra extended acoustic qualities.

Eames furniture is all about exceptional
design and quality. Popular for its sleek lines
and timeless modern design, this eco-
friendly Eames-inspired molded replica cast
stone shell chair is a stunner. The clever
design allows for super comfort. One look at
this masterpiece and you get the feeling that
it is ready to take whatever life throws at it.


